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A Additional Results

Table A.1: Baseline Treatment, regression results when restricting to the first
set of decisions

Linear probability model of choosing:
Favors1 Equal Favors2

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: All subjects
Component equity =) X 0.20⇤⇤⇤ 0.20⇤⇤⇤ 0.17⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 210 210 210
# Decisions 1470 1470 1470
Panel B: All subjects who self-report being attentive
Component equity =) X 0.20⇤⇤⇤ 0.20⇤⇤⇤ 0.18⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 199 199 199
# Decisions 1393 1393 1393

⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered by subject and shown
in parentheses. The results are from a linear probability model of choosing the allocation
noted in the column header. Component equity =) X is an indicator for the allocation
that achieves component equity being the allocation denoted in the corresponding column.
We include FEs for each endowment set. Data are from the first set of decisions in the
Baseline treatment made by all of the subjects in Panel A and by the 95% of subjects
who self-report being attentive in Panel B (see footnote 8 for details).
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Table A.2: Adding Treatment, regression results

Linear probability model of choosing:
Favors1 Equal Favors2

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: All subjects
Component equity =) X 0.11⇤⇤⇤ 0.06⇤⇤⇤ 0.06⇤⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Adding*Component equity =) X -0.05⇤ 0.03 -0.01

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 199 199 199
# Decisions 5174 5174 5174
Panel B: Subjects who self-report being attentive
Component equity =) X 0.13⇤⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤⇤ 0.08⇤⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Adding*Component equity =) X -0.05⇤ 0.01 -0.02

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 166 166 166
# Decisions 4316 4316 4316

⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered by subject and shown in
parentheses. The results are from a linear probability model of choosing the allocation noted in the
column header. Component equity =) X is an indicator for the allocation that achieves component
equity being the allocation denoted in the corresponding column; Adding is an indicator for the adding
decisions (i.e., allocation decision in which the social planner adds to—rather than subtracts from—the
participants’ endowments). We include FEs for each endowment set among the adding decisions and
separate FEs for each endowment set among the baseline decisions. Data are from the decisions made
in the Adding treatment by all of the subjects who pass the cognitive screening questions in Panel A
and by the 83% of those subjects who also self-report being attentive in Panel B (see footnote 8 for
details).
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Table A.3: High Stakes treatment, regression results

Linear probability model of choosing:
Favors1 Equal Favors2

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: All subjects
Component equity =) X 0.12⇤⇤⇤ 0.11⇤⇤⇤ 0.11⇤⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)
High Stakes*(Component equity =) X ) 0.01 -0.02 0.01

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social Planners 199 199 199
# Decisions 5174 5174 5174
Panel B: Subjects who self-report being attentive
Component equity =) X 0.13⇤⇤⇤ 0.12⇤⇤⇤ 0.12⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.02) (0.03)
High Stakes*(Component equity =) X ) 0.01 -0.02 0.01

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social Planners 176 176 176
# Decisions 4576 4576 4576

⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered by subject and shown in parentheses.
The results are from a linear probability model of choosing the allocation noted in the column header.
Component equity =) X is an indicator for the allocation that achieves component equity being the
allocation denoted in the corresponding column; High Stakes is an indicator for the high-stakes decisions.
We include FEs for each endowment set among the high-stakes decisions and separate FEs for each
endowment set among the baseline decisions. Data are from the decisions made in the High Stakes

treatment by all of the subjects in Panel A and by the 88% of subjects who self-report being attentive in
Panel B (see footnote 8 for details).
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Table A.4: The Baseline and Baseline-Aggregated treatments, regression results

Linear probability model of choosing:
Favors1 Equal Favors2

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: All subjects
Component equity =) X 0.16⇤⇤⇤ 0.21⇤⇤⇤ 0.16⇤⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)
Aggregated*(Component equity =) X ) -0.15⇤⇤⇤ -0.17⇤⇤⇤ -0.12⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 410 410 410
# Decisions 5740 5740 5740
Panel B: All subjects who self-report being attentive
Component equity =) X 0.16⇤⇤⇤ 0.21⇤⇤⇤ 0.16⇤⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)
Aggregated*(Component equity =) X ) -0.15⇤⇤⇤ -0.17⇤⇤⇤ -0.12⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 388 388 388
# Decisions 5432 5432 5432

⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01. The results are from a linear probability model of choosing the
allocation noted in the column header. Component equity =) X is an indicator for the allocation
that achieves component equity being the allocation denoted in the corresponding column; Aggregated
is an indicator for the Baseline-Aggregated treatment. We include FEs for each endowment set in the
Aggregated treatment and separate FEs for each endowment set in the Baseline-Aggregated treatment.
Data are from the decisions made in the Baseline or Baseline-Aggregated treatment by all of the subjects
in Panel A and by the 95% of subjects who self-report being attentive in Panel B (see footnote 8).
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Table A.5: The Uncertainty and Uncertainty-Aggregated treatments, regression results

Linear probability model of choosing:
Favors1 Equal Favors2

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: All subjects
Component equity =) X 0.13⇤⇤⇤ 0.18⇤⇤⇤ 0.15⇤⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Aggregated*(Component equity =) X ) 0.00 -0.05 -0.02

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 390 390 390
# Decisions 5460 5460 5460
Panel B: All subjects who self-report being attentive
Component equity =) X 0.14⇤⇤⇤ 0.19⇤⇤⇤ 0.16⇤⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Aggregated*(Component equity =) X ) 0.00 -0.05 -0.01

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 363 363 363
# Decisions 5082 5082 5082

⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01. The results are from a linear probability model of choosing the
allocation noted in the column header. Component equity =) X is an indicator for the allocation
that achieves component equity being the allocation denoted in the corresponding column; Uncertainty-
Aggregated is an indicator for the Uncertainty-Aggregated treatment. We include FEs for each endowment
set in the Uncertainty treatment and separate FEs for each endowment set in the Uncertainty-Aggregated
treatment. Data are from the decisions made in the Uncertainty or Uncertainty-Aggregated treatment by
all of the subjects in Panel A and by the 93% of subjects who self-report being attentive in Panel B (see
footnote 8).
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Table A.6: All treatments in Wave 6, with interaction of narrow bracketing
risk, regression results

Linear probability model of choosing:
Favors1 Equal Favors2

(1) (2) (3)

Panel 1: Baseline treatment
Component equity =) X 0.19⇤⇤⇤ 0.25⇤⇤⇤ 0.18⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.04) (0.04)
Narrowly Bracketing Risk 0.02 0.01 0.02

(0.02) (0.03) (0.02)
Component equity =) X -0.06 -0.07 -0.03
*Narrowly Bracketing Risk (0.04) (0.05) (0.04)

# Social planners 210 210 210
# Decisions 2940 2940 2940
Panel 2: Baseline-Aggregated treatment
Component equity =) X -0.00 0.04⇤ 0.03

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Narrowly Bracketing Risk -0.00 -0.00 0.01

(0.01) (0.03) (0.03)
Component equity =) X 0.02 -0.00 0.01
*Narrowly Bracketing Risk (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

# Social planners 200 200 200
# Decisions 2800 2800 2800
Panel 3: Uncertainty treatment
Component equity =) X 0.13⇤⇤⇤ 0.19⇤⇤⇤ 0.15⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Narrowly Bracketing Risk -0.01 0.02 -0.00

(0.02) (0.03) (0.02)
Component equity =) X 0.00 -0.03 0.00
*Narrowly Bracketing Risk (0.04) (0.05) (0.04)

# Social planners 203 203 203
# Decisions 2842 2842 2842
Panel 4: Uncertainty-Aggregated treatment
Component equity =) X 0.11⇤⇤⇤ 0.10⇤⇤⇤ 0.13⇤⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Narrowly Bracketing Risk 0.04 0.05 0.00

(0.04) (0.05) (0.04)
Component equity =) X 0.04 0.05 0.00
*Narrowly Bracketing Risk (0.04) (0.05) (0.04)

# Social planners 187 187 187
# Decisions 2618 2618 2618

⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01. The results are from a linear probability model
of choosing the allocation noted in the column header. Component equity =) X is
an indicator for the allocation that achieves component equity being the allocation
denoted in the corresponding column; Narrow Bracketing Risk is an indicator for
subjects who we classify as narrowly bracketing risk (according to the definition in
Section 2.7). We include FEs for each endowment set. Data are from the decisions
made in the treatment noted in the panel by all of the subjects.
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Figure A.1: Example Small-Tokens Decision Screen

(a) Baseline Treatment

(b) Alternative Framing Treatment
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Figure A.2: Application Graphs
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The above shows the distribution of hypothetical application decisions—pulled across all contexts
or restricted to the noted context in the second and third rows—described in Section 3. To do so,
each row of figures above follows the structure of the bottom row of figures in Figure 1, which shows
the distribution of our main allocation decisions for Decisions 11–14 and is hence labeled according
to which of these decisions it corresponds with.
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Figure A.3: Application Graphs 2
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The above shows the distribution of hypothetical application decisions—restricted to the noted
context—described in Section 3. To do so, each row of figures above follows the structure of the
bottom row of figures in Figure 1, which shows the distribution of our main allocation decisions for
Decisions 11–14 and is hence labeled according to which of these decisions it corresponds with.
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B Experimental Instructions for the Wave 6 treat-

ments
There were four treatments run in Wave 6. Section B.1 presents the full in-

structions of the Baseline treatment. Section B.2 presents details how the Baseline-

Aggregated treatment di↵ers from the Baseline treatment. Section B.3 details how

the Uncertainty treatment di↵ers from the Baseline treatment. Section B.4 details

how the Uncertainty-Aggregated treatment di↵ers from the Uncertainty treatment.

B.1 Experimental Instructions for the Baseline treatment

After consenting to participate in the study, subjects are informed of the $5 study

completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figure B.1 shows

how this payment information is explained and the corresponding understanding ques-

tion that each subject must answer correctly in order to proceed.

Figure B.1: Payment
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In Part 1, the subjects learn that they will make decisions for a future study

involving two participants who are called their “first participant” and their “second

participant.” In particular, the subjects learn that they will have to choose between

options that require each of the two participants to give up some number of small to-

kens or large tokens. Figures B.2 and B.3 show how this information is explained and

the corresponding understanding questions that each subject must answer correctly

in order to proceed.

Figure B.2: Part 1 Instructions
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Figure B.3: Part 1 Comprehension Questions

The subjects then face 14 decisions, arising from 7 unique endowment sets. These

7 endowment sets only di↵er in the initial endowment of the second participant, since

the first participant always has an initial endowment of 140 small tokens and 70 large

tokens. Specifically the second participant has an initial endowment equal to (140

small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (180

small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 50 large tokens), (140

small tokens, and 90 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 90 large tokens), or (180

small tokens, and 50 large tokens). While all subjects face the same decisions, the

order of these 14 decisions is randomized at the subject level as follows. Each subject

is randomized to either make the 7 small-token decisions first or the 7 large-token

decisions first. Within each set of 14 decisions, the order of the endowments for

the second participants are randomized. Figure B.4 shows an example of a small-

token decision where the subject is asked to decide how many small tokens the first

and second participant must give up. Figure B.5 shows an example of a large-token

decision where the subject is asked to decide how many large tokens the first and
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second participant must give up.

Figure B.4: Example Small-Token Decision in the Baseline treatment
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Figure B.5: Example Large-Token Decision in the Baseline treatment
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In Part 2, participants make 10 additional decisions. Figure B.6 shows how the

instructions for Part 2 information is explained and the corresponding understanding

questions that each subject must answer correctly in order to proceed. Figures B.7-

B.16 present an example set of 10 decisions for a given subject. The order of these

10 decisions is randomized at the subject level. In addition, the “endowment sets”

involved in these decisions is also randomized at the subject level.

To better understand these decisions and the “endowment sets,” please note the

following. A subject is asked to make 10 decisions, two decisions about five contexts.

Specifically, for each of the five contexts (labeled as Context 1–5 in Figures B.7-B.16),

there is one “Payo↵ Component 1” decision and one “Payo↵ Component 2.” Within

each context, there are two parties (i.e., two households in Context 1, two workers

in Context 2, two families in Context 3, two siblings in Context 4, and two suppliers

in Context 5). Let’s refer these two parties as Party 1 and Party 2. Within each

context, there are two possible endowment sets: (i) Party 1 is endowed with more of

Payo↵ Component 1 (shown in red) and less of Payo↵ Component 2 (shown in blue)

while the Party 2 is endowed with less of Payo↵ Component 1 and more of Payo↵

Component 2, and (ii) Party 1 is endowed with less of Payo↵ Component 1 and more

of Payo↵ Component 2 while the Party 2 is endowed with more of Payo↵ Component

1 and less of Payo↵ Component 2. Thus, there are e↵ectively 10 unique endowments

sets (2 endowment sets for each of the five contexts). But, for a given subject, we

only ask them to make two decisions (a Payo↵ Component 1 Decision and a Payo↵

Component 2 decision) for a unique endowment set for each of the five contexts and

hence to only make 10 decisions total. That said, there are 20 decisions possible given

there are two endowments sets possible for each of the five contexts.
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Figure B.6: Part 2 Instructions
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Figure B.7: Context 1, Payo↵ Component 1 Decision

Figure B.8: Context 1, Payo↵ Component 2 Decision
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Figure B.9: Context 2, Payo↵ Component 1 Decision

Figure B.10: Context 2, Payo↵ Component 2 Decision
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Figure B.11: Context 3, Payo↵ Component 1 Decision

Figure B.12: Context 3, Payo↵ Component 2 Decision
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Figure B.13: Context 4, Payo↵ Component 1 Decision

Figure B.14: Context 4, Payo↵ Component 2 Decision
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Figure B.15: Context 5, Payo↵ Component 1 Decision

Figure B.16: Context 5, Payo↵ Component 2 Decision
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After finishing both parts of the study, subjects finish a short follow-up survey.

On the first page (see Figure B.17), it randomly determined whether a subject is

asked about about their small-token decisions or large-token decisions. On the second

page (see Figure B.18) and third page (see Figure B.19), subjects are asked to make

hypothetical lottery decisions.

Figure B.17: Follow-Up Survey (Page 1)
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Figure B.18: Follow-Up Survey (Page 2)
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Figure B.19: Follow-Up Survey (Page 3)
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B.2 Experimental Instructions for the Baseline-Aggregated

treatment

The experimental instructions in the Baseline-Aggregated treatment are identical

to those in Baseline treatment shown in Section B.1, with the exception that the total

amount of money (in cents) that each participant ends up with from each allocation

is calculated for the subject in Part 1. Figures B.20 and B.21 show example token

decisions with the total amount of money shown in green.

Figure B.20: Example Small-Token Decision in the Baseline-Aggregated treatment
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Figure B.21: Example Large-Token Decision in the Baseline-Aggregated treatment
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B.3 Experimental Instructions for the Uncertainty treat-

ment

The experimental instructions in the Uncertainty treatment are identical to those

in the Baseline treatment shown in Section B.1, with the exception that each partic-

ipant is randomly endowed with—in addition to the amount of money resulting from

their endowment of small tokens and large tokens—an unknown number of cents.

Specifically, while subjects are not informed of the unknown number of cents with

which participants are endowed, subjects are informed that, for each participant, the

unknown number of cents is randomly selected to equal 0, 40, or 80 cents. Figures

B.22 and B.23 show the instructions and comprehension questions. Figures B.24 and

B.25 show example token decisions with uncertain amount of cents added. Given

the unknown number of cents, the last statement in the follow-up question shown in

Figure B.17 was also modified to ask how socially appropriate it is to “always equal-

ize the total amount of cents that each participant has a chance of ending up with”

rather than to “always equalize the total amount of cents that each participant ends

up with.”
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Figure B.22: Instructions
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Figure B.23: Comprehension Questions
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Figure B.24: Example Small-Token Decision in Uncertainty treatment
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Figure B.25: Example Large-Token Decision in Uncertainty treatment

‘
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B.4 Experimental Instructions for the Uncertainty-Aggregated

treatment

The experimental instructions in the Uncertainty-Aggregated treatment are iden-

tical to those in Uncertainty treatment shown in Section B.3, with the exception that

the total amount of money (in cents) that each participant ends up with from each

allocation is calculated for the subject in Part 1. Figures B.26 and B.27 show example

token decisions with the total amount of money shown in green.
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Figure B.26: Example Small-Token Decision in Uncertainty-Aggregated treatment
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Figure B.27: Example Large-Token Decision in Uncertainty-Aggregated treatment
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C Experimental Instructions for Wave 1–5 Treat-

ments
There are five additional treatments. Section C.1 presents the full instructions

of the Alternative Framing treatment. Section C.2 presents the full instructions of

the Cognitive Screen treatment. Section C.3 details how the High-Stakes treatment

di↵ers from the Alternative Framing treatment. Section C.4 details how the Adding

treatment di↵ers from the Alternative Framing treatment. Section C.5 details how

the First Person treatment di↵ers from the Alternative Framing treatment.

C.1 Experimental Instructions: The Alternative Framing

treatment

We recruited 400 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants to complete the Alter-

native Framing treatment in February 2018. After consenting to participate in the

study, subjects are informed of the $4 study completion fee and of the opportunity

to earn additional payment. Figure C.1 shows how this payment information is ex-

plained and the corresponding understanding question that each subject must answer

correctly in order to proceed.

Figure C.1: Payment Information

The subjects then proceed to the study instructions. The subjects learn that they
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will make decisions for a future study involving two participants who are called their

“first participant” and their “second participant.” In particular, the subjects learn

that they will have to choose between options that require each of the two participants

to give up some number of small tokens or large tokens. Figure C.2 shows how this

information is explained and the corresponding understanding questions that each

subject must answer correctly in order to proceed.

Figure C.2: Instructions and Understanding Questions
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The subjects then face 26 decisions, arising from 13 unique endowment sets. These

13 endowment sets only di↵er in the initial endowment of the second participant, since

the first participant always has an initial endowment of 140 small tokens and 70 large

tokens. Specifically the second participant has an initial endowment equal to (140

small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (180

small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 50 large tokens), (140

small tokens, and 90 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 90 large tokens), (180

small tokens, and 50 large tokens), (120 small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (160

small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 60 large tokens), (140

small tokens, and 80 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 50 large tokens) or (180

small tokens, and 90 large tokens). While all subjects face the same decisions, the
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order of these 26 decisions is randomized at the subject level as follows. Each subject

is randomized to either make the 13 small-token decisions first or the 13 large-token

decisions first. Within each set of 13 decisions, the order of the endowments for

the second participants are randomized. Figure C.3 shows an example of a small-

token decision where the subject is asked to decide how many small tokens the first

and second participant must give up. Figure C.4 shows an example of a large-token

decision where the subject is asked to decide how many large tokens the first and

second participant must give up.

Figure C.3: Example Small-Token Decision
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Figure C.4: Example Large-Token Decision
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C.2 Experimental Instructions Cognitive Screen treatment

We recruited 400 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants to complete the Cogni-

tive Screen treatment in July 2020. A total of 284 subjects correctly answered the

screening questions and completed this version of the study.

After consenting to participate in the study, subjects are asked three screening

questions that require them to correctly report the monetary value of: (i) 50 small

tokens, (ii) 100 large tokens, and (iii) the sum of 140 small tokens and 40 large to-

kens. The subjects who answered one or more of these questions incorrectly were

screened out of our study, did not participate further, and only received a $3.00 com-

pletion payment. The 284 subjects who answered all of these questions correctly were

screened into our study, made 26 choices and received a $4.00 completion payment.

The di↵erence in completion payments—$3.00 versus $4.00—was known to subjects

when they were answering the screening questions. Figure C.5 shows how this infor-

mation is explained and the corresponding screening questions. For the 284 subjects

who are screened into our study, they view a decision screen explaining that they will

now make additional choices (see Figure C.6) and then face the exact same decision

screens as those detailed in our main Alternative Framing treatment (see Appendix

C.1).
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Figure C.5: Screening Questions
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Figure C.6: Payment Information
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C.3 Experimental Instructions: The High Stakes treatment

We recruited 199 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants to complete the High

Stakes treatment in April 2020. After consenting to participate in the study, subjects

are informed of the $3 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional

payment. Figure C.7 shows how this payment information is explained and the cor-

responding understanding question that each subject must answer correctly in order

to proceed.

Figure C.7: Payment Information

The subjects then proceed to the study instructions. The subjects learn that they

will make decisions for a future study involving two participants who are called their

“first participant” and their “second participant.” In particular, the subjects learn

that they will have to choose between options that result in each participant receiving

some number of small tokens or large tokens. Figure C.8 shows how this information

is explained and the corresponding understanding questions that each subject must

answer correctly in order to proceed.
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Figure C.8: Instructions and Understanding Questions
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The subjects then face 26 decisions. There are 14 baseline decisions in which

small tokens are worth 1 cent and large tokens are worth 2 cents, and 12 high-stakes

decisions in which small tokens are worth 5 cents and large tokens are worth 10 cents.

In all of the decisions, the first participant always has an initial endowment of 140

small tokens and 70 large tokens.

The 14 baseline decisions arise from participants making small-token decisions

(structured as in Figure C.9) and large-token decisions (structured as in Figure C.10)

when the second participant has an initial endowment equal to (140 small tokens,

and 70 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (180 small tokens, and

70 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 50 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 90

large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 90 large tokens), or (180 small tokens, and 50

large tokens).

The 12 high-stakes decisions arise from participants making small-token decisions

(structured as in Figure C.11) and large-token decisions (structured as in Figure C.12)

when the second participant has an initial endowment equal to (100 small tokens, and

70 large tokens), (180 small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 50

large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 90 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 90 large

tokens), or (180 small tokens, and 50 large tokens),

While all subjects face the same decisions, the order of these 26 decisions is ran-

domized at the subject level as follows. First, each subject is randomized to either

face the 14 baseline decisions of the 12 high-stakes decisions first. Second, within each

set of these decisions, each subject is randomized to either either face the small-token

decisions or the large-token decisions first. Third, within each set of those decisions,

the order of the endowments for the second participants are randomized.
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Figure C.9: Example Small-Token Baseline Decision

Figure C.10: Example Large-Token Baseline Decision
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Figure C.11: Example Small-Token High-Stakes Decision

Figure C.12: Example Large-Token High-Stakes Decision
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C.4 Experimental Instructions: The Adding treatment

We recruited 199 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants to complete the Adding

treatment in April 2020. After consenting to participate in the study, subjects are

informed of the $3 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional

payment. Figure C.13 shows how this payment information is explained and the

corresponding understanding question that each subject must answer correctly in

order to proceed.

Figure C.13: Payment Information

The subjects then proceed to the study instructions. The subjects learn that they

will make decisions for a future study involving two participants who are called their

“first participant” and their “second participant.” In particular, the subjects learn

that they will have to choose between options that result in each participant receiving

some number of small tokens or large tokens. Figure C.14 shows how this information

is explained and the corresponding understanding questions that each subject must

answer correctly in order to proceed.
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Figure C.14: Instructions and Understanding Questions
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The subjects then face 26 decisions. There are 14 baseline decisions in which

small tokens are worth 1 cent and large tokens are worth 2 cents, and 12 high-stakes

decisions in which small tokens are worth 5 cents and large tokens are worth 10 cents.

In all of the decisions, the first participant always has an initial endowment of 140

small tokens and 70 large tokens.

The 14 baseline decisions arise from participants making small-token decisions

(structured as in Figure C.15) and large-token decisions (structured as in Figure C.16)

when the second participant has an initial endowment equal to (140 small tokens, and

70 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (180 small tokens, and 70

large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 50 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 90 large

tokens), (100 small tokens, and 90 large tokens), or (180 small tokens, and 50 large

tokens).

The 12 adding decisions arise from participants making small-token decisions

(structured as in Figure C.17) and large-token decisions (structured as in Figure

C.18) when the second participant has an initial endowment equal to (100 small to-

kens, and 70 large tokens), (180 small tokens, and 70 large tokens), (140 small tokens,

and 50 large tokens), (140 small tokens, and 90 large tokens), (100 small tokens, and

90 large tokens), or (180 small tokens, and 50 large tokens),

While all subjects face the same decisions, the order of these 26 decisions is ran-

domized at the subject level as follows. First, each subject is randomized to either

face the 14 baseline decisions of the 12 adding decisions first. Second, within each set

of these decisions, each subject is randomized to either face the small-token decisions

or the large-token decisions first. Third, within each set of those decisions, the order

of the endowments for the second participants are randomized.
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Figure C.15: Example Small-Token Baseline Decision
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Figure C.16: Example Large-Token Baseline Decision
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Figure C.17: Example Small-Token Adding Decision
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Figure C.18: Example Large-Token Adding Decision
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C.5 Experimental Instructions: The First Person treatment

We recruited 400 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants to complete the First

Person treatment in April 2019.

In the First Person treatment, the subjects who make decisions are assigned to

the role of the first participant, so each decision involves allocating small or large

tokens between oneself and another study participant assigned to the role of the

second participant. More specifically, for the First Person treatment, all that di↵ers

from the Alternative Framing treatment is the perspective subjects must take when

they are making decisions.

Thus, the corresponding di↵erences are shown in the following figures: Figure

C.19 shows how the instructions are explained and the corresponding understanding

questions that each subject must answer correctly in order to proceed; Figure C.20

shows an example of a small-token decision; and Figure C.21 shows an example of a

large-token decision.

Figure C.19: Instructions and Understanding Questions
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Figure C.20: Example Small-Token Decision

Figure C.21: Example Large-Token Decision
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